APPLICATION & CARE INSTRUCTIONS:

BEFORE USING THIS MEDICAL DEVICE, PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE COMPLETELY AND CAREFULLY. CORRECT APPLICATION IS VITAL TO THE PROPER FUNCTIONING OF THE DEVICE.

INTENDED USE/INDICATIONS:
Immobilization and support of the arm, shoulder and elbow joints.

CONTRAINDICATIONS: None

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS:
If you experience any pain, swelling, sensation changes, or any unusual reactions while using this product, consult your medical professional immediately. Never wear the support over an open wound.

APPLICATION INFORMATION:

1. Position elbow in the pocket of the sling. The wrist and 3/4 of the hand should be supported within the pocket.

2. If your sling pocket has a thumb loop, you may place thumb in loop to help maintain position of forearm.

3. Place shoulder straps over opposite shoulder, feed through the D-ring and secure. Hand should be slightly elevated above elbow.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS:
Hand wash liner in warm water using mild soap, rinse thoroughly. AIR DRY. NOTE: If not rinsed thoroughly, residual soap may cause irritation and deteriorate material.

WARRANTY:
DJO, LLC will repair or replace all or part of the unit and its accessories for material or workmanship defects for a period of six months from the date of sale.

FOR SINGLE PATIENT USE ONLY.

For product assistance, please contact Product Support at 1.888.405.3251 or email product.specialist@djoglobal.com

Individual results may vary. Neither DJO, LLC nor any of its subsidiaries dispense medical advice. The contents of this poster do not constitute medical, legal, or any other type of professional advice. Rather, please consult your healthcare professional for information on the courses of treatment, if any, which may be appropriate for you.